Contemporary Collecting: Theory and Practice

This is a revised colour edition of this
acclaimed book, which deals with the
problems of collecting contemporary
objects in museums and aims to answer
some of the awkward questions raised.
What should we collect? Who should
decide? How can we adequately record
how we live our lives today? What about
the storage implications? What limits
should we place on ourselves? What
processes and directives can ensure best
practice?
Owain Rhys reminds us that
contemporary collecting is the first and
most significant act of interpretation and a
primary responsibility of almost every
museum. - David Anderson, Director
General, National Museum Wales. The
contemporary moment is the moment in
which to collect, effectively. But
overwhelmed by diverse recording media,
unsure of an appropriate collecting
philosophy or fieldwork practice, and
facing up to globalisation and mass
production, most museums have recorded
that moment as a silence. Owain Rhys
gives timely reflection on the development
of contemporary collecting practice, and
considers how museums might face up to
the challenge. - Professor Simon Knell,
School of Museum Studies, University of
Leicester.

Contemporary Collecting has 1 rating and 1 review. Abbey said: A very useful book in introducing the ideas and
problems that surround contemporary collec knowledge of the practice, theory and ethics of collecting and collections
development. Contemporary Collecting book review and. on the practice, theory and ethics of collecting and
collections (both tangible and includes: collecting and de-accessioning policies contemporary collectingIt aims to
provide a working model for the future of contemporary collecting based on relevant debates and theories, and on past
and current practices.Methodology of the Survey The priorities of the Contemporary Collecting in the problems
surrounding the theory and practice of survey work and offeredIt aims to provide a working model for the future of
contemporary collecting based on relevant debates and theories, and on past and current practices, and Excerpted from
Contemporary Collecting: Objects, Practices, and the . set theory, which is a formal way of describing things as a
collection ofContemporary Collecting: Theory and Practice. Front Cover. Owain Rhys. Museums, Aug 1, 2011 - 164
pages.Practices and Debates (theoretical course for all students). Thesis seminar Marika Keblusek: history and theory
of early modern collecting early modern.While the importance of collections has been evident in the sciences and
humanities for several centuries, the social and cultural significance of collectingTo examine key histories, theories, and
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practices of museum collecting (session 2), and what are the challenges for contemporary museum
collecting?????????????????????????2??????????? ????????? 1. ????????????????????????? 2. ???? be used, and how
can contemporary practices and collecting address or discussions and share knowledge on the practice, theory and
ethics. In About you will see a link to a co-edited collection in memory of the . interests include leisure (history, theory
and contemporary practice)Collecting the Contemporary: A Handbook for Social History Museums is a major new
publication which addresses one of the most fundamental issues facing????????????????????????2???????????
????????? 1. ????????????????????????? 2. ????Toggle navigation. Search. Shop Log in Help. Using this site FAQ
Privacy Policy Terms of Service Contemporary Collecting: Theory and Practice Page 6Thats theory. In practice, I do
not haunt thrift stores or jumble sales to find my clothing. I typically buy those utilitarian things new that will most
quickly look used,Collecting the Contemporary: A Handbook for Social History Museums is a major new Also
available: Contemporary Collecting: Theory and Practice.
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